
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR DEMO TRADING CONTEST WITH BITWALLET

1. General

Titan FX Demo Trading Contest (the “Competition”) is offered by Titan FX

Limited and Titan Markets (Titan FX) to its clients in collaboration with

Bitwallet. By participating in this Competition, the clients hereby

acknowledge, confirm and accept to be bound by the following terms and by

Titan FX’s Terms and Conditions. The Competition is for clients of Titan FX

who meet the eligibility criteria below.

2. Competition Timeline

2.1. Clients may register any time prior to the Competition period

between Wednesday 1 May 2024 GMT +3 - Monday 13 May 2024

GMT+3.

2.2. The Competition period is between Tuesday 14 May 2024 GMT +3 -

Tuesday 28 May 2024 GMT +3.

3. Eligibility Criteria

3.1. To be eligible for this Competition, clients must:

3.1.1. Register and sign up for the Competition through the Titan FX

Tournament portal (https://contests.titanfx.com/);

3.1.2. Have a live Standard, Blade or Micro trading account with

Titan FX by and after the end of the Competition, under the

same email address as registered for the Competition through

https://contests.titanfx.com/


the Titan FX Tournament portal

(https://contests.titanfx.com/);

3.1.3. Have an account with Bitwallet under the same email address

as their live trading account with Titan FX;

3.1.4. Deposit a minimum of JPY 50,000 (one or cumulative

deposits) - or equivalent USD 340, EUR 310, SGD 450, AUD

530- using Bitwallet deposit method into their live trading

account and hold the funds until the end of the Competition.

3.1.5. Participate in the Competition and trade using their demo

account.

4. Conditions

4.1. Competition rankings are determined by the participant who

generates the greatest gain ratio during the Competition Period on

their demo account. Gain ratio calculation is explained in section 6.

4.2. Only participants who have satisfied the conditions in section 3 are

eligible to receive prizes.

4.3. Whether the conditions have been satisfied by the participants will

be checked by Titan FX after the end of the Competition, i.e. even if

the participant proceeds with registration and participation in the

Competition BUT does not deposit the minimum required amount

using Bitwallet deposit method into their live trading account, the

participant will be disqualified upon checking the eligibility criteria of

participation in this Competition.

4.4. Any participant who creates more than one (1) demo accountwill be

considered in breach of these Terms and Conditions and will be

disqualified from the Competition.

https://contests.titanfx.com/


4.5. The purpose of the Competition, conducted by Titan FX including but

not limited to, any form of marketing and advertising activities such

as posting photos, ranking and trading performance on the Titan FX

website and social media accounts.

5. Prizes

5.1. At the end of the Competition period, participants who will rank in the

top 3 will receive cash prizes deposited directly in their respective

trading live accounts and can be freely withdrawn as cash.

5.2. Participants ranked in numbers 4 to 53 will receive merchandise sent

by Bitwallet to the winner’s respective delivery addresses.

5.3. All rankings will be shown automatically on the leaderboard of the

Tournament Portal (https://contests.titanfx.com/).

5.4. Delivery of the merchandise under 5.3 will be under Bitwallet’s

responsibility. It is the participant’s responsibility to ensure that

accurate contact details are provided and to contact Bitwallet for any

matter related to the delivery of the merchandise. If the merchandise

cannot be delivered by Bitwallet to the participants, for any reason,

Titan FX shall not be liable.

5.5. The prize amount is non-transferable between accounts or persons

and cannot be combined with any other promotion or offer.

6. Additional bonus

6.1. Participants are eligible to receive JPY 10,000 of cashback bonus

when they deposit more than JPY 100,000 (or equivalent USD 680,

https://contests.titanfx.com/


EUR 620, SGD 900, AUD 1060) into their trading live accounts and

hold the funds until the end of the Competition.

6.2. The cashback bonus is capped at JPY 10,000 and limited to once per

participant.

7. Gain Calculation

7.1. Only the demo account will be taken into consideration to calculate

the trading gain.

7.2. The trading gain will be calculated at the end of the Competition

period based on the following formula: Gain ratio = ( final equity -

initial equity ) / initial equity *100.

7.3. If two or more participants have the same gain ratio, the participant

who achieved it first will be ranked higher.

8. Fraudulent activity

8.1. Titan FX at its sole discretion can exclude a client from participating in

this Competition:

8.1.1. if a client is suspected of fraudulent activity; and/or

8.1.2. and/or a client has not acted in good faith; and/or

8.1.3. and/or an action by a client is found to be in violation of these

terms or Titan FX’s Terms and Conditions ; and/or

8.1.4. if a client submits false ID documents and phone number for

the verification procedure.

8.2. Titan FX reserves the right to withhold or void without further notice

the prize amounts if in its reasonable belief, there is any indication or

suspicion of any form of arbitrage (including but not limited to risk



free profiting), abuse, fraud, manipulation, cash-back arbitrage

connected to a trading bonus or any other form(s) of deceitful or

fraudulent activity or behaviour.

9. General conditions and warranties

9.1. In participating in this Competition, you agree to be bound by these

terms and Titan FX’s Terms and Conditions.

9.2. You agree that Titan FX has the right to alter, update or cancel this

Competition at any time without any prior notice or justification to

you.

9.3. Titan FX shall not be held responsible for any technical disruption,

such as weak internet connection, that could affect the result of the

Competition.

9.4. You agree that Titan FX will not be held responsible for any

consequences resulting from any alteration, update or cancellation of

this Competition.

9.5. Titan FX reserves the right to refuse offering this Competition at its

sole discretion without prior notification or justification.

9.6. Titan FX will not be liable for any adverse effects where an account

has open positions or floating profit/loss which results in the

Competition being removed for any reason.

9.7. New accounts are subject to approval as per Titan FX’s Terms and

Conditions. This Competition is not an offer to any person to whom it

would not be lawful.

9.8. By participating in this Competition, you consent to your personal

data being collected, processed, and used by Titan FX for marketing

and promotional purposes.



9.9. This Competition shall not encourage you to trade in a manner

inconsistent with your trading comfort level. You should seek

independent advice if necessary.

9.10. Titan FX will not be liable for any loss, costs, expense or damage

suffered in connection with this Competition.

9.11. Any dispute will be resolved by Titan FX in a fair manner.

9.12. If these terms are translated in another language other than English,

the English version of these terms is the official version and shall

prevail in case of inconsistency.


